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the language barrier
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international tourism is on track to reach 1 
billion travellers this year, except half of the 
world can only speak one language
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across 26 countries, over half of the students 
who have dropped out of school did not speak 
the language being spoken in class
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although english is widely used in business, most 
customers, employees, and global partners feel 
more comfortable using their native language
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one in five hospital staff interpreters don’t have 
proficient bilingual skills, leading to issues when 
explaining procedures and obtaining consent
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solution criteria

translation

portable travelers require a compact 
device that can easily be 
stored and carried

users need to be able to 
seamlessly converse in 
various languages
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intuitive

friendly

the device controls should 
have instinctual qualities 
that facilitate use

it must adapt to social   
environments without 
causing a distraction
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initial sketches

the shape has        
rotational symmetry 
so that anyone sitting 
around babbl can 
easily understand the 
button layout and 
feel like a part of the 
conversation
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stories were first told 
around a fire and 
babbl provides that 
communal feeling

the lines of the design 
have to be clean for               
professional use, yet 
fun for families
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models

the original shape’s flat sides were modified so babbl 
could easily be picked up off the table and to create 
a comfortable grip in the users’ hands
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concave corners were another step forward     
toward a more relaxed grip and provided a more 
organic and unique shape for the overall design

an inner circle   
completed the 
campfire effect
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graphics and product

off

on
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record

set language

power

set language



specifications

15
top view
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R = radius L = length W = width

section
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click wheel

led

fabric

buttons

electronics

ports

shell

shell
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babbl
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looking forward

practical

wireless charging with wireless 
chargers to enhance the 
aesthetic quality

creating a case that holds 
all accesories and protects 
and displays the device
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connected

private

storing audio and transcript 
information directly to   
users’ computer over wifi

audio playback and a      
conversation compatible 
with headphones
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